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Tracks in the Snow
All aboard for a magical trip to the North Pole!
We assembled this candylicious holiday train
using foam sheets and balls, plus a foam cube
and cone. A foam wreath, cut in half and glued
together, becomes a festive base for the lollipop
display. Glitter-covered evergreens,
cut from foam sheets, are anchored
in foam blocks and cleverly
camouflaged by heaps of
tasty treats.

Holiday Magic
in Full Bloom
Make the holidays even more festive
with new decorating ideas using foam
from Floracraft®. Just apply your own
creativity to the designs shown in this
book to quickly and affordably spread
holiday cheer to every room in your
home.
Start by adorning a foam ring with your
choice of seasonal florals and finery to
create a warm, welcoming wreath. It’ll
set the tone for the rest of your holiday
home décor!

Merry and Bright

It’s a Wrap!

Flexible, bendable, decorative mesh is tucked

Good things come in

into foam balls to create the fun, fluffy “poofs”

bright packages! Cover

atop these clear glass vases filled with foam

foam cubes of varying

snow. Adorn the poofs with ribbon and shiny

sizes in colorful fabric

ornaments and you’ve created a dazzling

and tie them up with

mantel arrangement or tabletop centerpiece.

coordinating ribbons
decorated with glittery
ornaments and baubles.
Use one of the packages
as a base for a simple
tree made from a
painted branch. Trim
your tree to make it a
beautiful centerpiece.

It’s a Wrap!
Good things come in
bright packages! Cover
foam cubes of varying
sizes in colorful fabric
and tie them up with
coordinating ribbons
decorated with glittery
ornaments and baubles.
Use one of the packages
as a base for a simple
tree made from a
painted branch. Trim
your tree to make it a
beautiful centerpiece.
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with silk greenery and foil star

Winter Wonderland
All is calm and bright with this soothing silver

accents to complete the look.

Enchanted Forest
Set the scene for a magical season with a wintry
landscape of flora and fauna. Decorate varying
heights of foam cones with your choice of colors
and frills — we chose a natural approach with
icy whites, winter greens, painted fruits and
berries, and more. The reindeer were created
from individual pieces traced onto a foam sheet
and adorned with collars of silver ribbon and
jingle bells.
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Winter Wonderland
All is calm and bright with this soothing silver

accents to complete the look.

Enchanted Forest
Set the scene for a magical season with a wintry
landscape of flora and fauna. Decorate varying
heights of foam cones with your choice of colors
and frills — we chose a natural approach with
icy whites, winter greens, painted fruits and
berries, and more. The reindeer were created
from individual pieces traced onto a foam sheet
and adorned with collars of silver ribbon and
jingle bells.

Glad Tidings
Express the spirit of the season
with colorful wall décor! It’s as
easy as covering foam sheets
with Snow-Tex™. We took it a
step further by pressing words
into foam discs using our scribe
tool then covering with glitter
and tucking in ornaments,
painted sticks and silk florals.
Satin and candy-striped ribbons
serve as decorative hangers.

All the Trimmings
Make your table merry with a
glowing centerpiece. All you
need is a foam ring, a few
ornaments, beaded holiday
picks and a matching ribbon
— it’s easy, inexpensive, and
oh-so-festive! For larger
spaces, try an everlasting floral
arrangement. We wrapped a
foam cube in red paper, trimmed
it with a patterned ribbon and
created an abundant bouquet
of silk amaryllis, bright berries
and green accents.

Home for the Holidays
Open the door to a memorable
holiday season by welcoming
friends and family with festive,
imaginative holiday decorations.
Simple, affordable, handcrafted
projects express your personality
and spread good cheer the whole
season long! Make it Fun®
this Holiday season
with crafting tips
and foam from
FloraCraft®.

A Crafting Community
We want to know what you’re doing with foam from
FloraCraft®! For templates and more design ideas,
please visit www.makeitfuncrafts.com, find Make It Fun®
on Facebook or follow MakeItFunCrafts on Pinterest.
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Scan with your
smart phone
to view other
Holiday ideas!
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